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ABSTRACT 
The main result examines when the expression G,,( X, Y ) = X’ - ‘Y + X” - “YX 
+ ... +YX”- ’ gives an identity for M,(F) with involution, when X is a (skew-)sym- 
metric nilpotent matrix and Y is any (skew-kymmetric matrix. For transpose involu- 
tion, G,(X, Y ) = 0 when X is any nilpotent symmetric matrix and Y is skew-symmet- 
ric. 
We consider the expression G,(X, Y ) = X’ - ‘Y + Xr) - “YX 
+ *** + YX “- ’ for matrices in M,(F) with involution *, and determine when 
G,( B, Y) = 0 for all symmetric or all skew-symmetric Y, where B is a futed 
nilpotent (skew-)symmetric matrix. Our main result essentially shows that 
G,( X, Y) is a nontrivial identity exactly when * is transpose, B is symmetric, 
and Y is skew-symmetric. 
Our interest in G,( X, Y) arose from studying derivations which are 
nilpotent on the skew-symmetric elements in prime rings R with involution 
[4]. One consequence of that study occurs in the situation when D = ad B is 
an inner derivation, so that D”(k) = 0 for all skew-symmetric elements, 
where B is nilpotent of index n + 1. In this case one possibility is that 
char R = n + 1 = p, B” is symmetric, and R must embed in M,(F) for F a 
field [4; Theorem 31. It was unclear at the time whether one could actually 
have an example exhibiting these properties. From char R = p = n + 1, it 
follows that 0 = D”(k) = G,(B, k), an an investigation of this identity led d 
to our main result here, which we use in 141, both to illustrate [4, Theorem 31 
and to construct other examples relevant to that result. The initial analysis of 
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the identity G,,( B, k) = O turned out to be essentially independent 01‘ bohi 
the characteristic and size of the matrices, and led naturally to the question 01 
what one could say if Gn( H. s) = 0 f or all synlmetric elements. Thus. tlrrx 
motivation from [4] is actually a vrry special case of our main result herc~. 
Assume throughout that F is an algebraically closed field with char F z 2. 
and that R = M,(F) has some involution * and standard matrix urlits {elJ}. As 
usual, the symmetric and skew-symmetric elements of R are denoted 1~1 
S = {A E RIA* = A} and K = (A E R(A* = -A), respectively. Hencr- 
forth, we let B represent a nilpotent matrix in R whose ind ex of nilpotencr 
is t. Note that the expression G,,( B, Y) is trivial 1~ zero when t < n/2, since i 
in this case each monomial in G,,( B, Y ) contains B’ for i > t. On the other 
hand, if G,,(B, Y) is an identity for all Y, but f > n/2, then multiplying 
G,,( B, Y) o n each side by a suitable power of R would yield R ’ ‘YA’- 
’ = 0. Now R is a prime ring, so we obtain B’ ’ = 0, contradicting th e 
definition of t. Thus for G,,(B, Y) to be of any interest as an id entit)i, we 
must consider the situation when t > n/2. 
We need a few preliminary observations for our main result, the first of 
which eliminates involutions of the second kind, that is, those which induce a 
nonidentity automorphism of F = FI,,. 
LEMMA 1. Let B E R = M,,(F) h e nilpotent of index t. Zf G,( B, Y ) = 0 
forallY~SoraElY~K,andif * is of the second kind, then t < n/2. In 
particular, G,( B, Y ) is identically zero. 
Proof. It is well known and easy to see that since * is of the second kind, 
FS=FK=R. Now G,(B,Y) 11’ is mear in Y, so whether G,( B, Y ) = 0 for 
Y E S or for Y E K, it follows that G,,(B, Y) = 0 for all Y E R. Our 
comments above show that t < n/2, and so each monomial of G,( B, Y) is 
zero. ??
In view of Lemma 1, we may as well assume that * is of the first kind, so 
* is either symplectic or of transpose type. In the first case n = 2m, and if 
A E M,(F) is written as A = (Aij) E M,(M,(F)), then A* = (C,,) for 
Cij = adj Aji, the classical adjoint. When * is of transpose type, then since F 
is algebraically closed, conjugation by a suitable diagonal unit takes S and K, 
respectively, to the symmetric and skew-symmetric elements of the regular 
matrix transpose. Thus for our purposes there is no loss of generality in 
assuming that * is either symplectic or matrix transpose. 
Regardless of the nature of the involution on R, there are a few facts whit 
h are essential for us. The first of these is true in greater generality than w e 
need here, and the proof follows along the lines of a result of I. N. Herstein 
[2, Lemma 3, p. 3571. 
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LEMMA 2. Suppose that A, C E R - (0) satisfy either ASC = 0 or 
AKC = 0. Then RA and RC are minimal left ideals of R. lf ASA = 0 then 
A E K, and if AKA = 0 then A E S. 
Proof. Assume that ASC = 0, so for all r E R, ArC = -Ar*C. Thus, 
for any r, x E R we have 
Ar*A*x*C = --AxArC = AxAr*C = -ArA*x*C. (1) 
It follows from (1) that AxArC = ArA*x*C, and this implies that AxA =fA 
for some f = f(x) E F [l, Corollary, p. 231. Consequently RA is a minimal 
left ideal as claimed. Our argument applied to C*SA* = ( ASC)* = 0 shows 
that RC* is minimal, so C*R is minimal, forcing RC = (C*R)* to be 
minimal as well. Now assume that ASA = 0, and use (1) with A = C to 
conclude that A(r + r*> A*RA = 0. Since A f 0, ASA* = 0 follows. Simi- 
larly, the condition A*SA* = (ASA)* = 0 gives A*SA = A*S( A*)* = 0, so 
it follows that (A + A*)S( A + A*) = 0. Using (1) again, but with x = r and 
T = A + A* = A = C, yields 0 = 2TrTr*T = -2TrTrT. This means that 
RT is a nil (minimal) left ideal, resulting in T = 0, and so A E K. The 
argument for the case AKC = 0 and AK4 = 0 follows by the same basic 
computations. 8 
In the situation when either ASA = 0 or A&4 = 0, by Lemma 2 one has 
either a skew-symmetric element or a symmetric element, of rank one, and 
each of these easily determines the type of involution on R. For specificity, 
we state the result. 
LEMMA :3. Zf R = M,(F) has involution * of the first kind, then * is 
symplectic exactly when R contains a rank one skew-symmetric element, and 
* is transpose ( type) exactly when R contains a rank one symmetric element. 
Proof. When * is of transpose type, then eii E S has rank one. If 
A E K with Aij # 0, then the 2 x 2 minor of A determined by the ith and 
jth rows and columns is nonzero, so A cannot have rank one. When * is 
symplectic, eis E K has rank one, but if A E S with Aij # 0 then Aijltil # 0, 
where (eij)* = feIjlil and [m] = m + 1 if m = 2d - 1 and [m] = m - 1 if 
m = 2 d. Now the 2 X 2 minor of A defined by rows i and [j] and columns j 
and [i] is not zero, so A cannot be of rank one. ??
The last preliminary observation we need concerns the existence of 
nilpotent symmetric matrices of all possible ranks. The proof of our main 
result requires a canonical form of sorts for these matrices, and so we present 
a lemma which will be useful for reference. 
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LEMMA 4. Let R = M,(F) haue transpose involution *, where F is an 
algebraically closed field with char F f 2. There is a symmetric nilpotent 
matrix B, with index of nilpotence k for each 1 < k ,< n. 
Proof. Let J,, E R be the companion matrix of x”, let W be the 
cross-diagonal matrix Ce, n _i+ r, and note that W],W = <I,,)* and that W = 
W-r. Since W is an invertible symmetric matrix, it is the matrix of a 
nondegenerate bilinear form on F”. Finding an orthonormal basis of F” for 
this form gives a change of basis matrix U, and so, for P = UP’, W = P*P. 
Now (P],P-l)* = (P*)-‘(J,)*P* = (P*)-‘WJ,W- ‘P* = 
(P*>-‘P*PJ,P-l(P*)-‘P* = PJ,,P-l. Consequently B,, = PJ,,P-’ is the re- 
quired symmetric matrix of index n. Of course B, = 0; for 1 < k < n take 
B, to be the block-diagonal matrix (C,, O,,_,), where C, is the nilpotent 
symmetric matrix of index k in M,(F) constructed above. ??
We now have assembled all the pieces needed to prove our main result. 
THEOREM. For n >, 2, let R = M,(F) have involution *, where F is an 
algebraically closedfield with char F # 2. Assume that B E S u K is nilpo- 
tent ofindex t, and let G,i(X,Y) = X”-‘Y + X”-2YX + -1. +YX”-‘. Then 
(i) if t < n/2, then G,( B, R) = 0 identically; 
(ii) fGG,( B, S> = 0, then t < n/2; 
(iii) if G,( B, K) = 0 and t > n/2, then * is of transpose type, and 
B E K implies that t = (n + 1)/2 and n = 4m + 1; 
(iv) if * is of transpose type and B E S, then G,,( B, K) = 0; and 
(v) if * is of transpose type and n = 4m + 1, there exists B E K with 
t = (n + 1)/2 and G,(B, K) = 0. 
Proof. Our earlier discussion shows that (i) holds, and Lemma 1 shows 
that (i) will hold if * is of the second kind and either G,,(B, S) = 0 or 
G,( B, K) = 0. Thus we may assume that * is of the first kind, and because of 
our comments above and the assumption that F is algebraically closed, we 
may assume that * is either symplectic or transpose. Assume now that 
G,( B, S) = 0, but that t > n/2. By multiplying G,( B, S) = 0 on each side, 
as necessary, with a suitable power of B, one gets that B”- ‘SB’- ’ = 0. 
Lemma 2 shows that B’- ’ E K has rank one, so * must be symplectic by 
Lemma 3. Since B’- ’ E K, B E S is impossible when G,,( B, S) = 0 and 
t > n/2, and so we have B E K. Note that * symplectic implies that 
n = 2m, and thus t > n/2 means that t > (n + 2)/2, or equivalently, 
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2t 2 n + 2. We claim that 
B'-lyfjf-2 + j3-2yBt-l =o 
(2) 
for all Y E S. To see that this holds, when t > a - 1 consider 
B’-“G,(B,Y)B’-2 = 0, and when t Q n - 1 compute Gn(B,Y)B2renV2 = 
0. But now, (B’-1YB’-2)* = -B’-2Y13’-’ = Bf-‘YB’-2, so B’-‘Yj3’-” E 
S and is of rank at most one, since I?‘-’ is of rank one. Applying Lemma 3 
forces B’- ‘YBtw2 = 0, and so RB’- ’ and RB’- 2 are minimal left ideals of 
R by Lemma2. Clearly, MI’-’ C RBfe2, and it follows that RB’- ’ = RBfv2, 
so right multiplication by B yields the contradiction RB’ - * = 0. This proves 
(ii). 
Next, we consider when G,,( B, K) = 0 and t > n/2, and show that * 
must be transpose. As above, multiplying G,( B, K) = 0 on each side by a 
suitable power of B yields B ’ - ‘KB ‘- ’ = 0. Thus, B ’ - ’ E S and has rank 
one by Lemma 2, so * must be transpose by Lemma 3. We proceed to prove 
(iv): when B E S and * is transpose, then G,( B, K) = 0 always holds. 
Suppose first that t = n, so that B has rank n - 1. It is easy to see that 
G,( B, Y) B = BG,( B, Y) for any Y E K. But the minimal and characteristic 
polynomials of B over F are both rn, so G,,(B, Y) = pl-(B) for p, E F[x], 
and in particular, G,( B, Y) E S. However, Y E K and B E S force G,( B, Y ) 
E K, resulting in G,( B, Y ) = 0 and proving (iv) when t = n. 
Next assume that t < n, and also by (i) that t > n/2. Eliminating the 
zero monomials in G,( B, Y ) leaves us with 
G,( B, y) = Bf-‘yB”-f + . . . +B”-fyBf-l, (3) 
Write the Jordan form of B as the block-diagonal matrix ] = (If, Ja, . . . , L>, 
where t > a > +*. 2 w, since t > n/2. Now J is similar to the block-diago- 
nal symmetric matrix H = (B,, B,, . . . , B,), where the Bi E M,(F) are the 
symmetric nilpotent matrices of maximal index given by Lemma 4. Since B 
and H are similar, they are orthogonally similar 13, Theorem 70, p. 791, so 
G,,( B, K) = 0 exactly when G,(H, K) = 0. The expression (3) for G,,(H, Y) 
shows that H “-’ is the smallest power of H appearing, so in block-diagonal 
form, Hi = ((B,)‘, O,_,) for n - t Q i < t - 1, since a < n - t. Let Yf 
denote the upper left t X t submatrix of Y, so in block-diagonal form 
G,(H, Y) = (G,(B,, YfXB,)“-f, O,_,). But B, has index of nilpotence t and 
B, E S( M,( F)), so it follows from the t = n case above that G,( B,, Y,) = 0, 
forcing G,( B, K) = 0 and proving (iv). 
The last case to consider is when B E K and G,,( B, K 1 = 0. As we have 
seen, * is transpose and B’- ’ E S and is of rank one if t > n/2. If 
t > (n + 1)/2, then Equation (2) holds by the same computation as given 
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before. Using (2) and B,Y E K shows that (B’ ~‘YB’ ‘)* = B’~“YB’ ’ = 
-B’_ ‘YII’_Z, so B ’ ‘YB ‘- ” E K and is of rank at most one, since B’ ’ has 
rank one. But * is transpose, forcing B ‘- ‘YB’. ’ = 0 by Lemma 3. Following 
the argument in the G,,(B, S) = 0 case, we get first that RB1- ’ = RZilm2 are 
minimal left ideals, and then the contradiction RB’ _ ’ = 0 by right multipli- 
cation by B. Therefore, if G,,( B, K) = 0 with B E K, we must have t < ( n 
+ 1)/2. Assuming that t > n/2 yields t = (n + 1)/2, and since BL ’ E S, 
it is clear that t must be odd, so n = 4m + 1, proving (iii). 
To prove (v), we begin by setting t = (n + 1)/2, and note that t must be 
odd, since n = 4m + 1. Proceed as in Lemma 4. In M,(F) consider the 
alternating cross-diagonal matrix W,, given by C( - 1)’ + ‘ei ,, _ , + , E S( M,( F)). 
Now W,, = (W,,-‘, and since t is odd, W,,l,W,, = -(It>* for Jt the 
companion matrix of xL in M,(F). As in Lemma 4, W,, = P*P and PJ, P- ’ E 
K(M,(F)), so in block-diagonal form B = (PJ, Pm’, O,, t) E K(M,,(F)) and 
has index of nilpotence t = (n + 1)/2. For any such B E K(M,(F)) which 
is nilpotent of index t, as we have seen before, B’- ’ is a rank one symmetric 
element whose square is zero. Hence the Jordan form of B’- ’ is (J2, 0,, n), 
so it is conjugate to (B,, 0, _ 2) for B, E M,(F), the symmetric nilpotent of 
index two given by Lemma 4. Using [3, Theorem 70, p. 791 again shows that 
B’-’ = U*(B,,O,_,)U for U a unitary matrix, so (B2, O,_,> = UB’- lU* = 
(UBU*)f-l. From (iv) we know that G,(B,, K(M,(F))) = 0, so for Y E 
K(M,(F)), we have G,(USU*, Y) = (UBU*)‘-‘Y(UsU*)‘-’ = 
(B,Y,B,,O,_,) = (G,(B,,Y,)B,,O,-,) = O,,, where Y, is the upper left 
2 X 2 submatrix of Y. Consequently, G,,(B, K) = 0, proving (v) and complet- 
ing the proof of the theorem. ??
We note that when M,(F) has transpose involution, then the argument 
proving part (v) of the Theorem shows the existence of nilpotent skew-sym- 
metric elements B of odd index of nilpotence t. We do not know if such B 
exist which have even index of nilpotence t > n/2. Also, when M,(F) has 
the symplectic involution, we do not know if any nilpotent B E S U K must 
have index of nilpotence at most n/2. 
The theorem can be applied to suitable subrings of M,(F), and since our 
motivation for the result came from prime rings, we indicate how one uses 
the theorem to prove a corresponding result for prime rings satisfying a 
polynomial identity. Suppose that R is a prime ring with involution, char R # 
2, and that R satisfies the standard identity S,,, with n minimal. For 
B E S U K and nilpotent of index t, consider G,(B, x), as above. It is well 
known [l, Theorem 1.4.3, p. 401 that the center Z of R is not zero, and 
W = R[S(Z)l- ’ is a simple algebra of dimension n2 over its center C = 
Z[ S(Z)]- I. Clearly, the involution * of R extends to W, and if it is of the 
second kind, then the argument of Lemma 1 shows that if either G,( B, S) = 0 
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or G,,(B, K) = 0 in R, then t < n/2 and G,(Z?, R) = 0. Assuming that * is 
of the first kind on C, we may extend * to W q F = M,(F), for an algebraic 
closure of C, via (w Q f>* = w* @ f. Note that S( M,(F)) = S(@C @ F 
and K(M,(F)) = K(R)C @ F. Thus the linearity of G,( B, x) means that 
either G,( B, S) = 0 or G,( B, K 1 = 0 for R extends to M,(F). Applying the 
theorem shows that G,( B, S) = 0 forces t < n/2, that G,(B, K) = 0 when- 
ever B E S, and if G,( B, K) = 0 with B E K, then t Q (n + 1)/2 and 
t = (n + I)/2 implies 72 = 4m + 1. We conclude the paper by stating this 
result. 
COROIA‘ARY. Let R be a prime ring with involution, char R z 2, and 
satisfying the standard identity S,, with n minimal. Zf S( Z( R)) = Z(R), and 
if B E S U K is nilpotent of index t, then: 
(i) G,( B, S) = 0 implies that t Q n/2; 
(ii) G,( B, K) = 0 when B E S; and 
(iii) if G,(B, K) = 0 with B E K, then t < (n + 1)/2, and t = (n + 
1)/2 implies n = 4m + 1. 
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